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This thesis is ar interactive Fortran ^roj-rair. called
Easyplot which allows a person to juicily access the NPS 12"
3 r 33 graphics ca -abilities to produce a professional graph.
No programming is required on the part of the user.
Ecsyplot systematically asks the user questions, the
responses tc which are utilized by tne Disspla software
system tc output two and three diuiens una! graphs. This
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The- ability to clearly present data in some kind of
easily interpreted, visual manner is of considerable impor-
tance withir. an educational -research environment such as the
Naval Postgraduate School. In nearly all of the various
departments/ graphic representation of data is constantly
employed as a means to illustrate and coaijianicat e signifi-
cant findings. The digital computer is a potentially
valaafcle aide in providing tnis graphic representation. Its
capability to output data in a high-duality, pubiisharie
format can greatly er.hance the clarity and visual appeal cf
the overall publication in wnich the graph appears. Prior
to the completion of this project, however, only those indi-
viduals possessing the programming knowledge and the time to
actually write a specific Fortran projram for the graphic
display cf their data co aid take advantage of this capa-
bility. The need for a ^uick and easy method of inputting a
graph's parameters and data into the computer was determined
by the author to be a significant one for the students and
faculty comprising this academic community. Such a method
wouxd eliminate the need for extensive programming time and
skill and would allow a greater portion ol the community to
make use of the computer's graphics capability.
A graphics package developed by IS5C0 graphics software
(referred to as Disspla) was purchased by the Naval
Postgraduate School to be used for graphic display in
conjunction with a variety of programming schemes. However,
there seemed t o be a lack of a knowledge base in the :se cf
Disspla, and few programs existed that employed the system.
An interactive and user-friendly program in which the iser
is sequentially stepped through the graph development
process seemed to best meet the perceived need for a quick
and easy method of inputting graph data. Such a program
wouid eliminate the need for programming skill, would riuuet
the time required to obtain a gra t h, and would allow anyone
the opportunity to develop a high-duality graphic display or
h_is data. In addition, it would have tne intrinsic ccneiit
of illustrating the sequence and information reguirenents of
Disspla, perhaps stimulating interest in future r rogram use
of Disspla as a vehicle for putting data in graphical form.
E. GCALS
The objective of this program was to develop an interac-
tive user-friendly capability for any individual using the
I3M 3033 computer for the purpose of graphic display. The
name of the program is Easypiot. In order to maximize the
assets available at the Naval Postgraduate School, Easyclct
was designed for use in conjunction with any graphics
terminal capable of direct tie-in to tne I3M 3033. When
used with Disspla, it is capable of providing the guidance
needed for the user to develop a graphic representation of
his/her data. The types of graphs available for data
display are two-dimensional (standard, semi-log, log-log)
and three-dimensional (standard) . Graph correction and
alteration are possible with a minimum of effort. The
program was designed for the use of anyone wishing to make
high-guality graphs guickiy and easily, with no programming
involved
.
II- iI£IOACH TO THE PROBLEM
The iasic approach was to write a single computer
program utilizing the I53C0 software system, Disspla, ir.
Portran IV for use on the I3 M. 3033. The program consists o:
a series of separate subroutines for each phase of graph
development. These subroutines are teen called in a logical
sequence, guiding the user through the design process to
produce the desired graph. The program is completely inter-
active. It prompts the user for ail the necessary informa-
tion to depict the user's data in the form of two- or
tar ee-dimensional graphs on any of tne graphical devices
wnich can be connected to the 13 M 3033. The user is given
the option cf either inputting the curve data at the
terminal or entering the stored curve data from a file. A
help irenu is provided for definition and clarification 01
terms. Cnce the user nas achieved the desired norm for his
graph, an electrostatic copy or a Versatec plot can easily
he made. Due to the interactive nature ol the program,
detailed knowledge of Disspla programming requirements is
not necessary on the part of the user. However, prior user
preparation in terms cf complete data and final desired
yraph form is helpful for quick execution of. the p.rogram.
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III. SOLUTION TO THE PROBLEM
A working knowledge of. Disspla and the method for its
use in a Fortran program was necessary prior to beginning
the task of designing the program. Cnce that was obtained,
the first requirement was that each t ndSe or the gra t n
development process te compartmentalized into separate
subroutines. The second requirement was that each sjbrou-
tine direct questions to the user, elicit responses, verify
that thfc responses fall within established parameters and
then condition the responses for r roper use by Disspla. The
third requirement was that the caxls for eacn subroutine be
logically sequenced in an order which wouxd step tht user
through the design of a graph. Onoe ail the user's
responses to the subroutine questions were collected and the
locations of the data determined, the fourth requirement was
tnat a visual display of the user's grapn be shown. With
this visual picture before the user, the editing phase couli
be entered. The fifth requirement was that the editing
pi;ase also le compartmentalized utilizing as many of the
initial subroutines as possible. The user could then lake
as many corrections and/or changes as needed on his grapn,
displaying the updated version as often as required. The
final requirement was that the completed -,raph te either
stored for later reference (optional) and/or produced in
hard copy on any of the various output devices available.
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IV. RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS
This program has Leer, very effective in meeting the need
of the Naval Postgraduate School community for a quick and
easy method of creating computer-generated graphs. Constant
feedback frcm program users during an extensive testing
phase allowed for correction of all problems and incorpora-
tion cf Eany recommendations. In final form, the program
has a high degree of flexibility while remaining simple to
use. Ins continued widespread use among students beyond the
testing phase and its active promotion by the computer
center staff attest to its acceptance as a viable interac-
tive graphics system. The quality of its output in two- and
three-dimensional graphic format is excellent (see Appendix
C) . The time required for graphic production is minimal
when compared to the time required for writing a separate
and complete program for each desired graph.
The capability of the program could be ennanced in
several ways. First, an improved method of filing the
graphics data would lesson the amount of space taken on the
user's A disk. Second, tne choice of having more than one
subplot area on a page could be added to allow for dual
scales, graphs, etc. Third, the tnree-dimensional portion
of the program could be expanded to include semi-log,




USERS GOIEE TO THE EASYPLOT PROGRAM.
This program has teen written with the user in mind. It
is coir^Letely interactive and once tne program has been
loaded the user need cnly answer the ^lestions presented to
him.
Use the following procedure to invoke Easyplot:
1. Lcgor. any IBM 3033 terminal.
2. Ottain the use of temporary storage space by entering
the following :
DEFINE STORAGE 1M (ENTER)
2. rfhen PS W '00020000 00000000'
appears on the screen type in:
I CMS (ENTER)
4. At this point you are ready to start, type in:
EASYfLOT (ENTER)
Follow the instructions given isinc the example
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